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Subject: Replacement of pulleys on Rig Sagar Kiran on top
priority.

Respected Sir,

We are in a receipt of serious complaint by our crew on Rig
Sagar Kiran regarding safety which has been neglected by Rig
Manager of Sagar Kiran. In our earlier letter No.
aNGC/KS/288/2015 Otd.22/06/2015, copy enclosed It has
been narrated regarding repairing of Pulleys, Tongs etc. because

r> of this fatal accident can take place. '

Already one incident had taken place few years back were
pulley of winch fell down on rig floor in front of our crew
member Shri. O.K. Koyande which could have been fatal. After
giving complaint from our union only two pulleys were replaced
and two pulleys are yet to be replaced.

Contract persons were present for few days on rig to replace
them. Such remedial action must be taken before any unwanted
incident take place. Already we have lost one of our colleague,
Shri. Anil O. Mhatre in a fatal accident.
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"The crew of the Rig Sagar Kiran is already demoralized due to
this accident. We should not take any risk and should complete
the remaining job of replacement of pulleys on priority
otherwise we will be compelled to stop work on Rig any time.
Your authority will be singularly responsible for the
repercu ssioris.

We feel such type of representation need not be given by Union
or Crew members of the Rig. In fact management must take
action for the safety of the crew and rig so that moral of the
crew members can be boosted.

Th king you
Y ur faithfully, 6/C

(Pradeep yekar)
General Secretary

Copy to:

~) 1. LMDS, ONGC, 11 High, Sion-Bandra link Rd, Sion, M'bai 17.
c.j~ . ..--2. Rig Manager, S/Kiran, ONGC, 11 high, Sion, Mumbai 17.

tJ.}l' ,~/ 3. DGM, II c HR-ER, Services, ONGC, 11 high, Sion, Mumbai 17.
4. CM (HR)IR, ONGC, Gr. Height, BKC, Bandra (E), M'bai 5l.
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